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1. In The Other Boleyn Girl, Anne owns one of  theseobjects with an obnoxiously big letter B on it. A
clerk played by Rowan Atkinson sells one of  these objects to Alan Rickman's character inLove,
Actually. The Evenstar is one of  these objects thatAragorn keeps as a token of  (*)Arwen's love in
The Lord of  the Ringsmovies. Vivian laughs in surprise when a box for one of  these objects is jokingly
snapped shut on her fingers in a scene from Pretty Woman. At the end of Titanic, the 100-year-old Rose
Dawson tosses away, for 10 points, what type of  jewelry that contains the Heart of  the Ocean diamond?
ANSWER: necklaces [prompt on "pendant(s)"; prompt on jewelry before "jewelry"] <Vopava>

2. Jimmy Barnes collaborated with this group to release the album Och Aye the G'nu (OCK-"eye" the
guh-NOO). In 2012 three original members of  this groupwere replaced by Lachlan Gillespie, Simon
Pryce, and Emma Watkins. Wags the Dog and Captain Feathersword frequently perform alongside
this group. One song by this group mentions "cold spaghetti" and (*) "mashed banana." Another
song by this group behind "Hot Potato" uses the phrase "yummy yummy" to describe fruit salad. The
colorfully-dressed Anthony, Jeff, Greg, and Murray were among the members of, for 10 points, what
Australian children's music group?
ANSWER: The Wiggles <Andert>

3. The lead guitarist of  this band was initially areplacement bassist for the Yardbirds, which led to
this band's initial name, the "New Yardbirds." The live album Celebration Day contains the last live
performance of  this band, which was done with their long-time drummer's son. This band sang
"we come from the (*) land of  the ice and snow" in"Immigrant Song" and, on an officially untitled 1971
album, described a "lady who's sure all that glitters is gold" who is "buying" the title structure. A picture of
the Hindenburg disaster was appropriately used for the debut album cover of, for 10 points, what rock band
that released "Stairway to Heaven"?
ANSWER: Led Zeppelin <Maharjan>

4. While claiming to give 90 percent of  his moneyto charity, this character claims that a wing of  an
orphanage is named for him. In one game, a business named for this character is needed to unlock
Daisy Mae. In that game, menial tasks can be used to acquire this man's namesake (*) "miles."
While GamesRadar classified this character as a villain who can "go to Hell," Nintendo's Treehouse team
claims he is a good man because he "hired someone new to town." In numerous games, an insurmountable
debt of  bells is owed to, for 10 points, what raccoon landlord in theAnimal Crossing series?
ANSWER: Tom Nook [accept either; accept Tanukichi; accept Nook Miles] <Vopava>

5. Until his death in 2019, Frank Robinson was the honorary president of  this organization. In
response to a rival's poor reputation and low salaries, Ban Johnson founded this organization in
1901. Due to being younger than its counterpart, this league is sometimes called the "Junior
League." A 1993 expansion had no effect on the makeup of  this league, which went unbeaten from
1997 to 2009 in (*) All-Star Games. In 2013, the Houston Astros joined this league. The Tigers and
Yankees are in, for 10 points, what portion of  Major League Baseball that opposes the National League?
ANSWER: American League [or AL; do not accept or prompt on "Major League Baseball"] <Nelson>
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6. Early advertisements for this product included the weird phrase "It'll tickle your innards" and a
character named "Willy the Hillbilly." This product was the mystery flavor used for the "Quest"
flavor of  Doritos. The computer SQUIP is activated by the standard version of  this product in the
Broadway musical Be More Chill, and is shut down by its (*) red-colored variant. This beverage was
advertised by the horrifying Super Bowl Ad character "Puppy Monkey Baby" and is branded on the energy
drink Amp. Taco Bell sells a blue, "Baja Blast" version of, for 10 points, what lemon-lime drink by PepsiCo?
ANSWER: Mountain Dew <Maharjan>

7. At the end of  one film, a character played by thisactor breaks through a mysterious door only to
find a tiny courtyard on the other side. In that film, this actor's character stabs Toledo after he
accidentally steps on his shoes. A group of  four men use the excuse of  retrieving the body of  a
character played by this man to uncover a case of  gold bars in the Vietnamese jungle in Spike Lee's
(*) Da 5 Bloods. This man played the trumpeter Levee Green in Ma Rainey's Black Bottom, a film dedicated to
his memory. For 10 points, name this actor whose death led to the retirement of  the MCU's T'Challa.
ANSWER: Chadwick (Aaron) Boseman <Weiner>

8. A singer from this country is said to be "on the forty-five" in a 1997 song by Cornershop. An
actress from this country sang the songs "In My City" with will.i.am and "Exotic" with Pitbull. A
man from this country who "collect real education" and "also search bad in good" is the subject of
the song (*) "It's My Life What Ever I Wanna Do." Questionable use of  a green screen is prominent in a
music video from this country for the song "Tunak Tunak Tun," which depicts numerous copies of  its
singer with different colored robes and turbans. For 10 points, name this country home to numerous
Bollywood songs.
ANSWER: India <Maharjan>

9. Before a 2018 event in Qatar, this athlete was forced to go to an emergency room during
qualifying due to a kidney stone. The last six national championships at an event sponsored by
P&G have all been won by this athlete. At a 2019 event in Stuttgart, this athlete became the
namesake of  a "double-double (*)dismount." This leading member of  the Final Five won a record-tying
five gold medals at the 2019 World Cup upon her first-place finish in the floor exercise. Only Vitaly Scherbo
and Larisa Latynina have won more major competitions than, for 10 points, what most decorated member
of  the US women's gymnastics team?
ANSWER: Simone (Arianne) Biles <Weiner>

10. In 2018 this man apologized for talking way too much while moderating the only televised
debate of  the Pennsylvania governor's race. Santa Claus, Abe Lincoln, and this person meet
Stephen Colbert on the roof  of  his studio in the farewell episode ofThe Colbert Report (kohl-BAIR
reh-POR) in 2014. In 2020 the Ottawa Senators' first-round NHL entry draft pick was (*) announced
by this man, who became visibly choked up after Dhruv Gaur told him "we love you" in a 2019 episode.
Katie Couric and Ken Jennings were among the guests who filled in following the death of, for 10 points,
what beloved longtime host of Jeopardy!?
ANSWER: Alex Trebek [or George Alexander Trebek] <Andert>
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11. In this film, one character is attacked after remarking how he ordered hot sauce an hour ago. In
this film, the security firm Rotas oversees guarding a tariff-free zone that houses a "turnstile." At
the end of  this film, the title organization performs a (*)pincer to stop Andrei Sator from activating the
algorithm. At the start of  this film, the unnamed protagonist is saved from being shot when a masked
associate "un-fires" a gun that was fired at him. Robert Pattinson and John David Washington star in, for 10
points, what 2020 film concerning time inversion from Christopher Nolan?
ANSWER: Tenet <Weiner>

12. A USFL team based in this city was the first pro team to employ Jim Kelly. A CFL star who went
on to join a team in this city became the first Black quarterback in the NFL Hall of  Fame; that
player, Warren Moon, played in this city until 1993. Case Keenum played for a university in this city
nicknamed the (*) Cougars. Bob McNair founded a team based in this city that made David Carr its first
starting quarterback in 2002. A former NFL team known as the Oilers played in this city, whose current
team that, until the 2021 offseason, employed J.J. Watt. For 10 points, name this home of  the NFL's Texans.
ANSWER: Houston, Texas [accept Houston Gamblers or Houston Oilers or Houston Cougars or
Houston Texans] <Andert>

13. This character conveniently remembers the word "hydrophobia," allowing him to save his love
interest from a rabid attacker. A peer of  this character is attacked by vipers after this character lies
about her helping him with a school project. This mentor of  the tribute Lucy (*)Gray comes up with
the ideas for "Victor's Villages" following his stint as a Peacekeeper, after which he returns to the Capitol. In
an earlier series, this man's mouth sores may have caused him to choke on his own blood during a panic
caused by Alma Coin's death. The protagonist of The Ballad of  Songbirds and Snakesis, for 10 points, what
President of  Panem inThe Hunger Games?
ANSWER: Coriolanus Snow [accept either; accept President Snow or Coryo] <Weiner>

14. This service exclusively premiered Let’s Go Wild, the fifth animated Curious George film. An
upcoming series centering on Dionne from Clueless will air on this service. Content once available
through a certain "Gold Pass" moved exclusively to this service, allowing users to view all (*)
Premier League soccer games. Owners of  devices called the "Flex" and "X1" received a free three-month
preview of  this service before it launched in July 2020. In 2021, Netflix lost its streaming rights toThe Office,
which migrated to, for 10 points, what streaming service named for the logo of  NBC?
ANSWER: Peacock <Weiner>

15. These objects are the typical playing pieces of the Parcheesi variant Aggravation. These objects
are central to an event called the "Hubelino Tournament." A plunger is used to push down one of
these objects when opening a (*) Ramune soda. These objects are placed in a tube and held up by a lattice
of  sticks in the gameKerplunk. A pair of  brothers in The Netherlands created a shockingly popular
organization centered around these objects that includes the Minty Maniacs and the Midnight Wisps. A
YouTube channel run by Jelle features races between, for 10 points, what small round objects?
ANSWER: marbles <Rao - Pothuraju>
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16. The chorus of  this song debuted as part of  a 2019German commercial for Mercedes-Benz. This
song's title is alluded to at the end of  "Faith," the song that precedes it on a 2020 album. A duet of
this song featuring Spanish singer Rosalía was released in December 2020. Its music video, which
won the 2020 VMA for (*) Video of  the Year, depicts its singer bloodied and wandering around Las Vegas,
which is mentioned in this song by noting "Sin City's cold and empty." The claim that "I can't sleep until I
feel your touch" is made in, for 10 points, what song in which The Weeknd's vision is impaired?
ANSWER: "Blinding Lights" <Nelson>

17. One guest on this show muttered "I won't be walking after this" while mixing a 90-year-old
woman's martini that, shockingly, was actually delicious. Five women on this show rode a
duckboat to Fenway Park, where David Ortiz gave them all lifetime Red Sox tickets. ViacomCBS
won the bidding war over this series in March (*) 2020 that had released only eight episodes on
YouTube at the time. In its first episode, the host of  this web series interviews "entertainment
correspondent" Steve Carrell, who is the host's former co-star, and admits its logo was painted by his
daughters. For 10 points, name this COVID-era web series created by John Krasinski.
ANSWER: Some Good News (with John Krasinski) <Vopava>

18. A decoy of  this character dressed as a New JerseyDevils goalie is riddled with bullets by Veck.
At the start of  one film, it is revealed that this man's marriage to Amy Anderson lasted just six days
and that his mother was hit by a milk truck. This character downs an entire Pixie Stick before
playing Rock Band, which totally distracts him from men disguised as (*) Santa's Village workers who
are launching a heist. This character's blood sugar issues preclude him from police service, obliging him to
take up a job he performs on a Segway. Kevin James plays, for 10 points, what blundering "mall cop"?
ANSWER: Paul Blart [accept either; accept Paul Blart: Mall Cop; prompt on mall cop] <Vopava>

19. A player for this NBA team is, after Kristaps Porziņģis, the second-highest paid athlete from
Latvia. Noted short basketball player Isaiah Thomas last played for this team. This team won a
league-worst one game in the 2020 NBA "bubble" despite solid performances by Thomas Bryant
and rookie forward Rui (*) Hachimura. In a blockbuster 2020 trade, this team dealt its All-Star point
guard, who was a top pick out of  Kentucky. Violence in the home city of  this team prompted a 1997 change
of  their nickname. The Bullets is a former name of, for 10 points, what team that acquired Russell
Westbrook by trading John Wall and is based in the nation's capital?
ANSWER: Washington Wizards [accept either; accept Washington Bullets] <Andert>

20. Though it was cancelled after the near death of a family member, this artist was hired to be
central to "Domination," a Las Vegas residency show. "Prerogative Rave" is the latest in a series of
fragrances released by this singer for Elizabeth Arden. In 2020, this singer twice reissued her 2016
album Glory, in part due to the sudden success of "Mood Ring" as a single. A 2021 TV
documentary titled for the (*) "Framing" of  this 39-year-oldartist details how she is legally under the
control of  her father, amplifying calls on social media to "free" her. For 10 points, name this embattled
singer of  "Toxic" and "...Baby one More Time."
ANSWER: Britney (Jean) Spears <Vopava>
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1. For 10 points each, answer the following about songs whose subjects have plans for a Friday night:
[10] This singer claims she doesn't "need dollar bills to have fun" on her Friday night in "Cheap Thrills."
Maddie Ziegler frequently appears in this singer's music videos.
ANSWER: Sia (SEE-uh) [or Sia Kate Isobelle Furler]
[10] The title seventeen-year old from this legendary disco song spends a Friday night "looking for a place to
go" where she can "feel the beat from the tambourine" and "have the time of  her life."
ANSWER: "Dancing Queen"
[10] Rather than partying, this band behind "Kickstart My Heart" spent their Friday night with their
"motorcycle and switchblade" looking for a "fight" in "Girls, Girls, Girls."
ANSWER: Mötley Crüe <Rao - Pothuraju>

2. While the NBA was the first league to suspend its season due to COVID-19 issues, its plan to restart the
season was likely the most successful of  any major sports league. For 10 points each:
[10] The league resumed in a "bubble" in this Florida city, which is home to the NBA's Magic.
ANSWER: Orlando, Florida
[10] The only team to never lose a game in the bubble was this squad led by Devin Booker and Deandre
Ayton. Despite a perfect record in the bubble, their overall record was still insufficient for them to make the
playoffs.
ANSWER: Phoenix Suns [accept either]
[10] This man, who was seen playfully touching numerous microphones shortly before becoming the first
NBA player to test positive for COVID, coincidentally scored the first points in the bubble.
ANSWER: Rudy Gobert [goh-"BEAR"] <Nelson>

3. In this film, a bounty hunting K-Pop gang is recruited by Queen Barb. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this animated musical sequel that became the most rented on demand film of  all time at the time
its release in April 2020. Anna Kendrick reprises her role as Poppy of  the Pop tribe.
ANSWER: Trolls: World Tour [prompt on Trolls 2; do not accept or prompt on "Troll 2"; do not accept or
prompt on "Trolls" by itself]
[10] Queen Barb's father, King Thrash, is played in Trolls: World Tour by this classic rocker. This artist's song
"Crazy Train" is used after Queen Barb sacks the Techno Kingdom.
ANSWER: Ozzy Osbourne [or John Michael Osbourne]
[10] Justin Timberlake returns in the film as this grey-skinned love interest of  Poppy who regresses to his
mopey self  inWorld Tour as if  he forgot his entire arc from the first film.
ANSWER: Branch <Weiner>
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4. Elon Musk gave his baby a really dumb name. For 10 points each:
[10] The name was ostensibly conceived together by both Musk and this musician, the baby's mother. In
2018 she claimed to have changed her first name to a symbol for the speed of  light.
ANSWER: Grimes [or Claire Elise Boucher or c Boucher; prompt on c]
[10] Because it isn't legal for a name to contain digits in California, the poor child's name had to be adjusted
from ending with this number to ending with its Roman numeral equivalent.
ANSWER: 12 [or XII]
[10] The pronunciation of  the name was the subject of  significant debate online; a joking meme suggesting
that it is pronounced as this far more generic name gained enough traction to be reported on in multiple
outlets.
ANSWER: Kyle <Andert>

5. According to numerous pop singers, the one thing you can truly believe in is love. For 10 points each:
[10] This pop legend says "Come on girls! Do you believe in love?" at the beginning of  "Express Yourself."
Her other hits from the same era include "Cherish" and "Vogue."
ANSWER: Madonna [or Madonna Louise Ciccone]
[10] This one-hit-wonder glam band of  the mid-2000s showed off  lead singer Justin Hawkins's
window-shattering falsetto in their song "I Believe in a Thing Called Love."
ANSWER: The Darkness
[10] More recently, this Welsh singer released a song called "Believe in Love" in 2019. Her former stage
name is not the name of  a full band, but a sly reference to her last name, "Diamandis."
ANSWER: Marina [accept Marina and the Diamonds or Marina (Lambrini) Diamandis <Vopava>

6. Entertainment Weekly's passing review of  this series characterized it as "a five-hour brain vacation." For 10
points each:
[10] Name this 2020 series whose title Midwestern woman experiences cutesy culture-shock after moving to
work at the firm Savoir (sav-wahr).
ANSWER: Emily in Paris
[10] Emily in Emily in Paris is played by this actress known for supporting roles in films like Okja and Tolkein
and for being the daughter of  the drummer for Genesis.
ANSWER: Lily (Jane) Collins [prompt on "Collins"]
[10] Emily in Paris is the latest in Collins's long list of  Netflix projects, which also includesExtremely Wicked,
Shockingly Evil and Vile, the Ted Bundy biopic in which Bundy is improbably played by this star of High School
Musical.
ANSWER: Zac Efron [or Zachary David Alexander Efron] <Vopava>
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7. In a move that defies all we know of  football history, the Cleveland Browns are good again. For 10 points
each:
[10] Much of  their success can be contributed to this quarterback, who has been consistently solid since his
2018 debut.
ANSWER: Baker (Reagan) Mayfield
[10] The Browns' impressive 2020 season came to an end in the second round of  the playoffs, in which they
lost to this powerhouse led by Patrick Mahomes.
ANSWER: Kansas City Chiefs [accept either]
[10] Before the season, the Browns replaced their head coach, who had been there for just one season, with
a man who had no prior head coaching experience. Name either coach.
ANSWER: Freddie Kitchens or Kevin Stefanski [accept Charles Frederick Kitchens Jr.] <Nelson>

8. For 10 points each, name these films the YouTuber Legal Eagle reviewed in his series "Laws Broken":
[10] The booby traps used against Harry and Marv by this film's protagonist are probably not protected
under Illinois' Castle Doctrine. His parents would also definitely face charges of  felony child abandonment.
ANSWER: Home Alone
[10] In addition to conspiracy to steal trade secrets, Dennis Nedry would likely be charged with the murder
of  everyone killed in this film as a result of  him turning off  a security system.
ANSWER: Jurassic Park
[10] While the villain of  this 2008 film would get around 12,000 years in prison for his crimes, itshero would
get about 60 million years, largely for the massive spy network his company deploys before Lucius Fox
destroys it.
ANSWER: The Dark Knight <Maharjan>

9. For 10 points each, answer the following about Marvel 1602, a Neil Gaiman comic book that imagines
Marvel characters in the 17th century:
[10] In the book, Sir Nicholas Fury and his assistant Peter Parquah are tasked by this real-life English queen
with protecting a treasure retrieved by the Knights Templar. After being killed by assassins sent by Otto Von
Doom, James VI takes her throne.
ANSWER: Queen Elizabeth I
[10] James VI blames the magical "witchbreed", led by Carlos Javier, for Elizabeth's death. The witchbreed
are analogous to these people in the X-men universe.
ANSWER: mutants [accept answers describing people with the X-gene]
[10] The story also depicts Virginia Dare returning from the Roanoke Colony with her Native American
bodyguard Rojhaz, who is actually this hero sent back to 1602 while fighting a dictatorship in the 21st
century.
ANSWER: Captain America [or Steve Rogers, accept any underlined portion] <Maharjan>
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10. This player's 89 extra-base hits in 2015 are the most ever for a third baseman in a single season. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this player, who was traded in January 2021 from the Rockies to the Cardinals.
ANSWER: Nolan (James) Arenado
[10] Since making his Major League debut in 2013, Arenado has won every instance of  this award as a
National League third baseman. This award is presented by Rawlings to each league's best fielder at each
position.
ANSWER: (Rawlings) Gold Glove Award
[10] In 2017, Arenado became the sixth player to complete one of  these feats by way of  a walk-off  home
run. A home run also concludes the "natural" way of  achieving this feat.
ANSWER: hitting for the cycle [accept answers like natural cycle] <Nelson>

11. An excellent Vine titled "Kendrick La Crow" features a crow cawing over part of  the intro to this song.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this song, in which Kendrick Lamar raps that "If  Pirus and Crips all got along/They'd probably
gun me down by the end of  this song." Its title is the second half  of  the name of  Lamar's breakthrough
album.
ANSWER: "m.A.A.d City"("mad city")
[10] This rapper appears on the intro to "m.A.A.d City" alongside Kendrick Lamar. His album Oxymoron
includes the songs "Man Of  The Year" and "Collard Greens."
ANSWER: Schoolboy Q [accept Qunicy Matthew Hanley]
[10] In "m.A.A.d City", MC Eiht [eight] implores the listener to wake up before noting that "it ain't nothin'
but" a thing from this city. N.W.A. rapped about being "Straight Outta" this city.
ANSWER: Compton [accept "Straight Outta Compton"] <Andert>

12. This man dropped out of  college after being ridiculed for his failed "Bebe" robots and often falls short
of  his rival, Professor Dementor. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this blue-skinned antagonist who appears alongside his master-fighter sidekick Shego in an
animated spy series.
ANSWER: Dr. Drakken [or Drew Lipsky; accept any underlined portion]
[10] Drakken is the archnemesis of  this teenage spy, who is accompanied by her sidekick Ron Stoppable and
his pet naked mole-rat Rufus.
ANSWER: Kim Possible [accept either]
[10] This incredibly prolific voice actor, who portrayed Jake the Dog in Adventure Time and Bender in
Futurama, voiced Dr. Drakken in Kim Possible.
ANSWER: John DiMaggio <Maharjan>
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13. In 2020 Ben Platt started dating Noah Galvin, the actor who had replaced him in 2017 in this Broadway
role. For 10 points each:
[10] Platt originated what title role of  a 2016 musical about an anxious teenager whose letter to himself  is
mistaken for his classmate's suicide note?
ANSWER: Evan Hansen [or Dear Evan Hansen; accept any underlined portion]
[10] As Evan Hansen, Galvin was himself  replaced in February 2018 by Taylor Trensch; Trensch had
previously left the 2017 revival of  this classic musical, which starred Bette Midler as the vivacious title
matchmaker.
ANSWER: Hello, Dolly!
[10] In 2019, Trensch was replaced as Evan Hansen by Andrew Barth Feldman, a young actor whose biggest
previous role was as Frank Abagnale Jr. in his high school's production of  this musical based on a 2002 film.
ANSWER: Catch Me If  You Can<Vopava>

14. A notable Hollywood trend in 2020 was to fill a family movie with terribly-rendered CGI animals. For 10
points each:
[10] Perhaps the most panned instance of  such an animal was Buck, the canine protagonist of  this Harrison
Ford film based on a Jack London novel set in the Yukon.
ANSWER: The Call of  the Wild
[10] In Dolittle, Emma Thompson played Polynesia, an awful CGI one of  these animals. In the animated film
Rio, Blu and Jewel are a blue variety of  this typeof  bird.
ANSWER: macaw [accept blue macaw or Spix's macaw; accept parrot]
[10] The CGI mice in this 2020 Robert Zemeckis film were bad, but those were the least of  this film's
concerns after it came under scrutiny for its poor portrayal of  ectrodactyly. It is based on a Roald Dahl
book.
ANSWER: Roald Dahl's The Witches <Weiner>

15. In 2020 Kamie Crawford was promoted to permanent co-host of  this show alongside series creator Nev
Schulman. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this documentary series. Along with the 2010 film it is based on, it is generally about the perils of
online dating.
ANSWER: Catfish: The TV Show
[10] Catfish airs on this U.S. cable channel whose roster of  dating-related reality TV includesGhosted and Are
You the One?.
ANSWER: MTV
[10] One executive producer of Catfish is Andrew Jarecki, who shocked the world in 2015 with this six-part
HBO documentary in which real estate magnate Robert Durst admitted to multiple murders while unaware
his mic was still on.
ANSWER: The Jinx (The Life and Deaths of  Robert Durst)<Vopava>
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16. An award given to all international competitors in the United Kingdom in the 19th century gave rise to
the use of  this term. For 10 points each:
[10] Give this term used to describe a player's appearance in an international soccer match. The U.S.'s
Kristine Lilly has 354 of  these metaphorical things, more than any other player.
ANSWER: caps
[10] The record for caps among men's players is Ahmed Hassan, who had a lengthy career playing for this
country, whose national team is known as the "Pharaohs."
ANSWER: Egypt
[10] This soccer star, who was the subject of  a truly terrible sculpture at an airport in his home region of
Madeira, has a reasonable chance of  breaking Hassan's caps record.
ANSWER: Cristiano Ronaldo [or Cristiano Ronaldo dos Santos Aveiro] <Nelson>

17. The 1941 Ink Spots song "I Don't Want to Set the World on Fire" has become popular video game
shorthand for evoking the ironies of  postwar America. For 10 points each:
[10] The song has appeared in ads and in-game music for this action-RPG franchise that, while set centuries
in the future, features a U.S. whose aesthetics are frozen in the postwar nuclear age.
ANSWER: Fallout
[10] The song can be heard playing in this undersea dystopia from the BioShock series that was founded in
1946 by Andrew Ryan.
ANSWER: Rapture
[10] It also plays on the radio during an early mission in this 2011 game, which ends with war veterans Cole
Phelps and Jack Kelso foiling a city-wide fraud scheme in 1947.
ANSWER: L.A. Noire <Vopava>

18. MTV is often credited with fueling the "second" version of  this cultural phenomenon in the early 1980s.
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this phenomenon, in which bands like the Kinks, the Zombies, and many more came to
dominate 1960s American youth culture.
ANSWER: British Invasion
[10] The Who, one of  the biggest true rock acts of  the British Invasion, had an early hit with this song that
claimed "I hope I die before I get old."
ANSWER: "My Generation"
[10] This English singer was one of  the first British Invasion acts to score a U.S. hit, with 1964's "I Only
Want to Be with You," though she is better known for her post-Invasion single "Son of  a Preacher Man."
ANSWER: Dusty Springfield [or Mary Isobel Catherine Bernadette O'Brien] <Vopava>
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19. In one of  the most high-profile examples of  "twin films," this movie premiered two months afterDeep
Impact, another blockbuster about a big scary space rock. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this 1998 Michael Bay movie about a team of  oil drillers recruited by NASA to shove a nuke into
an asteroid.
ANSWER: Armageddon
[10] This power ballad, which was specifically written as a tie-in for Armageddon, gave Aerosmith their only
U.S. #1 hit.
ANSWER: "I Don't Want to Miss a Thing"
[10] Bewilderingly, this film distribution company, which specializes in film preservation and art house
movies, created a special DVD release of Armageddon immediately upon its home release in 1999. Its logo is
a bold, slightly-tilted capital C.
ANSWER: The Criterion Collection <Vopava>

20. In 2008 this program dropped the last word of  its title, which it debuted with in 1971. For 10 points
each:
[10] BBC's Sherlock first aired in the U.S. as episodes of  what PBS primetime anthology series?
ANSWER: Masterpiece [accept Masterpiece Theater]
[10] Masterpiece was also how Americans were introduced to this Julian Fellowes series about the aristocratic
Crawley family and their many maids and servants.
ANSWER: Downton Abbey
[10] Although Masterpiece now airs without hosts, in 2009 it was briefly presented by this actress who co-stars
with Jason Bateman as Wendy on the crime drama Ozark.
ANSWER: Laura (Leggett) Linney <Vopava>


